
POTTERY FREESTYLE STUDIO TIME 
 

In the new year I will provide FREESTYLE-STUDIO-TIME for experienced potters at my private-studio. 

Pottery FREESTYLE studio time variants: 
• Pottery freestyle - HANDBUILD, day-session price AED 200, -  
• Pottery freestyle - WHEEL & HANDBUILD, day-session price AED 275, -  

Studio openings Monday – Friday from 10am - 3pm 
 

Description 
This session is aimed at more experienced, adult, regular studio visitors who simply need to be able to 
use the facilities of my private pottery studio. 
 
Due to COVID requirements for social distancing there are only 2 wheels available to be used at any one 
time but there are an additional 2 hand-building table places available too. Please therefore book for 
EITHER a combined wheel plus handbuilding OR handbuilding ONLY slot according to your requirements.  
 
There will be no tuition included during freestyle sessions, but I will be around. You will be allocated 
your individual table space and/or wheel for the session. The price of freestyle sessions will include up 
to half a bag of studio buff clay plus firing for one small-medium sized (inhouse created) item per 
person. You will need to pay additional clay and firing costs for any further or unusually large items 
produced during the sessions (there is no carry over of the included allowance to another session). 
Please remember to allow time to clean down your work area and/or wheel at the end of your sessions. 
You are welcome to glaze your items within the session (there will be an additional charge for inhouse 
glazes), alternatively you can join our glazing or 'painting' sessions. You will need to wear comfortable 
shoes and warm, old clothes suitable for working in a pottery studio. 

Please bring: 

• an apron 

• If using a wheel - old towel (plus plastic bag to take home in!)  

• any refreshments you may need 

• face covering / mask 

• if you have your own tools you may like to bring these too 

 
  

IMPORTANT: Please note that all my courses are pre-paid and non-refundable unless I cancel in which case a 
suitable alternative date will be offered. On non-cash payment services, an additional merchant fee is 
applicable. As supervision is mandatory all freestyle sessions require pre-notification!  
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